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Corrugated, hydrophilic particles with diameters between 30 and 150 m are found to cause
cavitation inception at their surfaces when they are exposed to a short, intensive tensile stress wave.
The growing cavity accelerates the particle into translatory motion until the tensile stress decreases, and
subsequently the particle separates from the cavity. The cavity growth and particle detachment are
modeled by considering the momentum of the particle and the displaced liquid. The analysis suggests
that all particles which cause cavitation are accelerated into translatory motion, and separate from the
cavities they themselves nucleate. Thus, in the research of cavitation nuclei the link is established
between developed cavitation bubbles and their origin.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.174501 PACS numbers: 47.55.Bx
Introduction.—When plain water is exposed to a suffi-
cient tensile stress it ruptures, and explosively expanding
bubbles develop. This phenomenon, commonly termed
cavitation, is found to occur at very low tensile stress,
while thermodynamic calculations predict the stress to be
very high [1]. This discrepancy can be explained by weak
spots— cavitation nuclei—being present in water. The
nuclei might be free gas bubbles that are stabilized [2],
but this idea is not satisfactorily supported experimen-
tally. Alternatively they are interfacial voids at solid
surfaces of particles or surrounding walls [3]. The exis-
tence of such nuclei has received substantial experimental
and also theoretical support [4–10].
In this Letter, we focus on the dynamics of a cavity
expanding rapidly from a spherical microparticle and we
show that at tensile stress in bulk water large vapor
cavities grow from small surface regions on solid par-
ticles. The high speed photographs shown depict the ex-
plosive growth and the —at first sight unexpected—
process of detachment of the particle from the surface
of the cavity. Thus the particle gains a speed of more than
10 m=s in the cases investigated. A force balance model
has sufficient accuracy to describe the acceleration and
detachment in the particle-cavity system. This phenome-
non has a bolder perspective: With strong acoustic
transients, able to accelerate particles by this generic
mechanism of self-propulsion, the technique if down-
scaled to submicron sized particles might allow for a
novel method of drug delivery into biological cells. Par-
ticles coated with or consisting of a specific drug could be
sonically propelled into neighboring cells or tissue.
Experiment.—The experimental setup, depicted in
Fig. 1, consists of the shock wave source, a polystyrene
flask (Nalge Nunc 50 ml) containing the suspension of
particles, the imaging and illumination devices, and digi-
tal delay lines. A single finite amplitude wave is generated
by a focused piezoelectric source; it is a slightly modified
commercial extracorporeal lithotripter Piezolith 3000
(Richard Wolf GmbH, Knittlingen, Germany). The di-
ameter of the shock wave source is 255 mm and the
focusing angle 83. The axis of the source is placed at
an angle of 45 to the horizontal plane at the bottom of a
container. The container and the flask are filled with
filtered, deionized, and degassed water (O2 concentration
3:3 mg=l of water) at room temperature. The pictures are
taken with a sensitive slow scan CCD (charged coupled
device) camera (Imager 3S with 320  256 pixels at a
binning mode of 2  2 and 9m pixel size, LaVision
GmbH, Germany) equipped with a long distance micro-
scope (K2, CF4 objective, Infinity, USA). The micro-
scope operates from a working distance of 45 mm
giving a maximum resolution of 3:4m per binned pixel.
The CCD camera is operated in a double-frame mode,
which allows two images to be taken in rapid succession
before they are transferred to a computer. Both frames are
strobe illuminated with a light emitting diode for expo-
sure times of 1:8s.
Figure 2 displays a typical pressure recording, taken
with a fiber optical hydrophone FOP-500 (Dr. Pecha,
University of Stuttgart, see Ref. [11]) for a discharge
voltage set to 5 kV. The tensile stress wave, which at
flask
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup: The microscope,
embedded partly in a cylindrical glass housing, is operated at a
working distance of 45 mm from the focus of the shock wave
generator. The flask is positioned with an xyz-translation stage.
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time t  0 follows the finite amplitude wave front, causes
cavitation nuclei in the flask (and also within the main
container) to expand, and at locations where they grow
beyond critical size they explode into vaporous cavities.
The flask contains filtered and degassed water seeded
with globally spherical, hydrophilic particles. Two differ-
ent batches of such particles have been subjected to the
tensile stress wave. None of the batches caused cavitation
events at discharge voltages of 3 kV, corresponding to a
peak tensile stress of 3 MPa, but at 4 kVsome events were
observed for the batch of polystyrene particles in
Fig. 3(a), and at 5 kV, corresponding to a peak tensile
stress of7 MPa, chosen for the main experiments, these
particles often caused cavitation. Even at this high stress
level no cavitation events occurred with the acrylic poly-
mer particles shown in Fig. 3(b). The essential difference
was their surface structure: particles causing cavitation
had a corrugated surface [Fig. 3(a)], while particles with a
smooth surface [Fig. 3(b), for details see [9] ] did not
cause cavitation.
The further experiments were performed using the
polystyrene particles [Fig. 3(a)]. Many of these caused
cavitation, but certainly not all of them. This is under-
stood from the observation, that some of them had a
highly corrugated surface [Fig. 3(a)], others had a rela-
tively smooth surface. In each experiment the camera was
first operated in a continuous mode, displaying the mo-
tion of the particles (density p  1:07 103 kg=m3) due
to gravity and secondary flow. When a particle moved
into the focal zone, the first frame was taken, automati-
cally the camera switched to the double framing mode,
and the shock wave generator was activated. The first
frame was taken about half a second before the double-
frame sequence, which had an interframe time adjustable
from 0:4 to several s.
Two typical sequences of explosively expanding cavi-
ties on particles are depicted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
Figure 4(a) displays three particles indicated with ar-
rows, which are slowly sinking in the top frame. The
second frame is taken just after the arrival of the tensile
wave. Expanding cavities attached to two of the particles
are visible, captured in motion, and blurred due to the
finite exposure time. 6:2s later these cavities have ex-
panded further and the particles are accelerated in direc-
tions opposite to the cavity growth. The shock wave
arrives from below, and at an angle of 45 from behind
the picture plane. The directions of the particle ejection
are seen to be stochastic and independent of the shock
wave direction.
The process of detachment of the particle from the
cavity is visualized in Fig. 4(b) where the fast frames
are taken at later times: Again the undisturbed particle is
depicted in the top frame. In the next one, taken 8s after
the tensile stress wave has arrived, an attached cavity of
radius 150m has developed. Here, the particle has
moved away from the bubble, thereby forming a necklike
structure connecting the cavity with the particle. In the
last frame of Fig. 4(b), taken 24s after the stress wave
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FIG. 2. Pressure, Pt, versus time recorded with a fiber
optical hydrophone.
FIG. 3. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) pictures of the
particles taken from batches where (a) cavitation inception was
observed (copolymer:divinylbenzol, diameter distribution 30
to 150m), and (b) no inception was achievable (monodisperse
30 m dynospheres EXP-SS-42.3-RSH, see Ref. [9]). Please
note the different magnifications.
FIG. 4. Two three-frame sequences (a) and (b) depicting the
explosive growth of cavitation bubbles from particles and their
later separation. The timing of the individual frames relative to
the start of the tensile wave (see Fig. 2) are indicated at the top
of each frame (the length of the bar is 200m).
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arrival, the cavity has expanded to a radius of 170m
and the neck between the particle and the cavity even-
tually has broken. Thereby, a surface wave has been
excited and propagates on the cavity surface.
Force balance model.—Let us consider a cavity that
develops in water from a cavitation nucleus on the surface
of an almost spherical solid particle of radius Rp when it
is exposed to the stress wave from the lithotripter. Such a
wave is shown in Fig. 2. The pressure pulse Pt is super-
posed on the atmospheric pressure P0 to give the far field
pressure P1t  P0  Pt. The tensile part of the stress
perturbation is initiated at the time t  0. We approxi-
mate Pt with the measured data.
For simplicity we assume that when the tensile strength
of the liquid-particle system is exceeded at the time t 
tcrit an attached spherical cavity of radius Rccrit is devel-
oped, and that dRc=dtcrit 	 0. We assume that the dy-
namics of the cavity is governed by the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation
Rc
d2Rc
dt2
 3
2

dRc
dt

2  1l

Pv  2Rc  P1t

; (1)
where l  103 kg=m3 is the density of the liquid,  
7:3 102 kg=s2 is the surface tension, andPv  3:2 kPa
is the vapor pressure.
During the growth of a cavitation nucleus, the pressure
inside the void very quickly drops to the vapor pressure
Pv. When it reaches critical size it grows explosively and
becomes an attached spherical cavity as assumed above.
A stress relaxation wave is released, and the pressure
drops in radial direction from Pv at the cavity surface
to P1 in the far field. At first the particle’s far side is
shielded from the stress relaxation wave, and the particle
is accelerated radially with the cavity surface. As long as
the far field tensile stress increases, the particle moves
with the velocity of the cavity surface at the contact point.
However, at the time tsep when the rate of expansion of the
cavity passes its maximum, the particle detaches from
the cavity and moves on through the liquid, at first with
the maximum speed acquired, but the detachment itself
and frictional forces decelerate the particle motion.
In the time interval tcrit < t < tsep no external forces
influence the cavity-particle system, and
P
dmu=dt 
0 is required. The symbol m stands for the mass of the
particle as well as for the added masses of the particle
and the cavity. With the particle initially at rest, the
growth of a single cavity from a small area of the particle
surface implicates that the expanding cavity and the
particle move in opposite directions at increasing veloci-
ties, uc and up, respectively. The cavity is assumed to
expand spherically. Thus, the particle acquires an increas-
ing translational momentum. The motion of the center of
the expanding cavity in the opposite direction results in a
momentum of the same numerical size, related to its
added mass. When the tensile stress in the lithotripter
pulse has passed its maximum, the radial velocity vR of
the cavity surface begins to decrease, but the particle
velocity remains almost unaffected, i.e., the particle
starts moving away from the cavity.
From cavitation inception at critical tensile stress when
t  tcrit until the moment of separation of the particle
from the cavity at t  tsep momentum balance demands
d
dt

uc

1
2
l
4
3
R3c

 up

p
4
3
R3p

 0: (2)
In Eq. (2) the particle has no added mass, as it is assumed
that it moves with the velocity of the liquid at the cavity-
particle contact point. However, at times t > tsep an added
mass d=dt1=2lu 43R3p has to be accounted for. Here
u  up  ul, in which the velocity of the liquid ul is
evaluated at the center of the particle. The particle-cavity
contact condition gives
uc  dRcdt  up: (3)
Integrating Eq. (2) we obtain
up 

dRc
dt

1 2R
3
pp
R3cl
1
; (4)
and
uc  

dRc
dt

R3cl
2R3pp
 1
1
: (5)
When the radial expansion of the cavity decelerates,
the particle is no longer pushed by the cavity wall, but
detaches with the momentum gained. Thus, t  tsep is the
time when d2Rc=dt2 changes sign from positive to
negative and u becomes positive instead of being zero.
From this time the analysis stated in Eqs. (3)–(5) is not
valid anymore: the forces due to drag and added mass
acting on the particle need to be incorporated. The drag
force, FD is calculated from the relative velocity u of
the particle, FD  12CDlu2R2p, with the drag coeffi-
cient,CD, depending on the Reynolds number. However, it
should be noted that it is not a steady flow, but one that
builds up from potential flow into turbulent separation,
see [12].
Figure 5 presents the calculated motions of the cavity
and the particle of Fig. 4(b).The positions of the centers of
the cavity and the particle are shown as left and right
dotted lines, respectively, as calculated for the measured
pressure pulse (Fig. 2). The initial bubble radius is taken
as Rt  0  50 nm. Explosive growth sets in at tcrit 
0:34s (P1  2:8 MPa). The diameter of the particle
and the cavity are represented by the width of the dark
and light shaded regions, respectively. Until the time of
separation at tsep  5:0s the particle and cavity stay in
contact. Subsequently the particle detaches at a speed of
38 m=s. During the initial growth of the cavity its center
moves approximately 62m to the left due to the con-
servation of momentum, and the cavity collapses at
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t 	 24s. The experimentally recorded positions and
sizes of the cavity and particle diameter from Fig. 4(b)
are plotted as solid bars. Qualitative agreement is seen,
but quantitatively only the order of magnitude is correct.
This is not unexpected as we assume a too simple model
for the inception and bubble dynamics. The right-hand
side of (1) is overestimated already when the cavity
becomes of size as the particle. Further, in the experi-
ments the bubble growth is affected by the presence of
nearby expanding bubbles. Thus, the velocity field sur-
rounding the bubble becomes important and may explain
the smaller bubble radius, and thereby the lower trans-
latory velocity of the particle measured after separation.
The inset of Fig. 5 depicts the measured velocities ob-
tained from multiple runs where the particle motion could
be captured sharply in the focal plane. The highest veloc-
ities are measured before the particle separates from the
cavity.
Discussion and conclusions.—The finding that a self-
propelled particle accelerator results from cavity nuclea-
tion can be considered a generic process: Whenever a
cavity grows rapidly from the surface of a small particle,
the particle eventually detaches at high speed from the
cavity which it has itself nucleated.
This is a result that is important in connection with the
study of cavitation nuclei. The discussion of their na-
ture —stabilized spherical gas bubbles or surface nuclei
on particles—has been ongoing. Though [3,5,8,9] point
to the latter ones, the direct observation of cavity-particle
separation has been missing until now. Further, the par-
ticle ejection suggests that accelerated particles may
penetrate into nearby soft surfaces, e.g., biological tissue
or cells during exposure to strong, focused sound fields. A
possible beneficial application might be the acceleration
of micro- or nanometer-sized particles, made from or
coated with specific drugs, at exposure to strong tran-
sient, ultrasound waves in a suspension of biological cells.
The accelerated particles may permeate cell membranes
and deposit the drugs (e.g., toxins) into the cytoplasm of
the cells. However, for smaller sized particles the energy
needed to form the gaseous neck [see second frame in
Fig. 4(b)] could be higher than the kinetic energy of the
particle, thus preventing the particle from separating
from the cavity. To estimate the energy loss, we assume
that during separation a cylindrical neck with a radius
rn and length x is created. Equating the kinetic energy
of the particle with the surface energy of the neck,R
x
0 2rndx  2=3pu2pr3p allows us to estimate the
maximum achievable length of the neck as x 
1=3pu2pr3p=rn. Additionally separation of the particle
from the cavity depends on the stability of the neck.
Possible damage effects of the cavitation mechanism
considered here are governed by the growth phase of the
bubbles in contrast to the well-established damage due to
the collapse of cavitation bubbles where microjetting,
high pressure, and temperature are responsible.
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FIG. 5. Position and size of the particle-cavity system versus
time (note the logarithmic scale). Left and right dotted lines
show calculated positions of the cavity and particle centers,
respectively; left and right shaded regions represent the diam-
eters of the cavity and the particle, respectively. The bars
indicate the position and the size of the cavity (left) and the
particle (right) from the experiment in Fig. 4(b) (lower two
frames). The measured pressure profile is shown along the right
edge of the graph. The inset depicts the measured velocity of
the particles for multiple experimental runs before and after
separation from the cavity. The size of the disk symbols scales
linearly with the particle diameter from 56 to 108 m.
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